Abstract. This paper is devoted to the study of supergeometry of complex projective superspaces P n|m . First, we provide formulas for the cohomology of invertible sheaves of the form O P n|m p q, that are pull-back of ordinary invertible sheaves on the reduced variety P n . Next, by studying the even Picard group Pic 0 pP n|m q, classifying invertible sheaves of rank 1|0, we show that the sheaves O P n|m p q are not the only invertible sheaves on P n|m , but there are also new genuinely supersymmetric invertible sheaves that are unipotent elements in the even Picard group. We study the Π-Picard group Pic Π pP n|m q, classifying Π-invertible sheaves of rank 1|1, proving that there are also non-split Π-invertible sheaves on supercurves P 1|m . Further, we investigate infinitesimal automorphisms and first order deformations of P n|m , by studying the cohomology of the tangent sheaf using a supersymmetric generalisation of the Euler exact sequence. A special special attention is paid to the meaningful case of supercurves P 1|m and of Calabi-Yau's P n|n`1 . Last, with an eye to applications to physics, we show in full detail how to endow P 1|2 with the structure of N " 2 super Riemann surface and we obtain its SUSY-preserving infinitesimal automorphisms from first principles, that prove to be the Lie superalgebra ospp2|2q. A particular effort has been devoted to keep the exposition as concrete and explicit as possible.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study the supergeometry of complex projective superspaces in some depth. Indeed, even if projective superspaces are considered well-understood supermanifoldsthey are split supermanifolds and different realisations are known ( [4] [5] [8] [9] ) -and they entered several well-known formal constructions in theoretical physics (see for example [1] [2] [15] ), some of their geometric structures, constructions and properties have never been established on a solid basis and investigated in detail. In this paper we would like to fill this gap and give a complete a rigorous treatment of the subject.
After having reviewed the main definitions in the theory of supermanifolds and the various constructions of projective superspaces, we concentrate on invertible sheaves of rank 1|0 on P n|m . We carry out a detailed computation of Čech cohomology of the sheaves of the form O P n|m p q, thus providing a (partial) supersymmetric analog of the celebrated Bott formulas for ordinary projective spaces.
Then, we study the even Picard group of projective superspaces, Pic 0 pP n|m q, that classifies locally-free sheaves of rank 1|0 over P n|m . In particular, we show that in the case of the supercurves P 1|m the even Picard group has a continuous part and we give the explicit form of its generators, proving that there exist genuinely supersymmetric invertible sheaves on P n|m that do not come from any ordinary invertible sheaves O P n p q on P n . These prove to be non-trivial geometric objects, indeed they have in general a non-trivial cohomology, as we show by mean of an example.
Further, we show that the case of the supercurves P 1|m proves to be special also when looking at the Π-invertible sheaves, that is sheaves of rank 1|1 with a certain "exchange symmetry" between their even and odd part, called Π-symmetry. Indeed, when looking at Π-invertible sheaves on P 1|m , one finds that for m ą 2, beside the usual split Π-invertible sheaves of the kind L ' ΠL, for L a locally-free sheaf of rank 1|0 on P 1|m , one gets non-split Π-invertible sheaves as well, that cannot be presented in the split form.
Later, we study the cotangent sheaf on a generic, possibly non-projected, supermanifold, establishing the short exact sequences it fits into. We then specialise to the case of projected supermanifolds, proving that in this case the Berezinian sheaf -that plays a fundamental role in the theory of integration on supermanifolds -can be reconstructed by means of elements defined of the reduced variety, i.e. the canonical bundle of the reduced variety M red itself and the determinant of the fermionic sheaf, that is actually a sheaf of locally-free O M red -modules. This allows to establish on rigorous basis a result that has been already used, especially in theoretical physics: BerpP n|m q -O P n|m pm´n´1q. In particular, we call supermanifolds having trivial Berezinian sheaf -such as P n|n`1 for each n ě 1 -generalised Calabi-Yau supermanifolds (henceforth Calabi-Yau supermanifolds, see [3] and [10] for some issues related to this definition in supergeometry), by similarity with the ordinary setting. This is so because the Berezinian sheaf somehow plays the role of canonical sheaf on ordinary manifolds: indeed, as in the ordinary setting one integrates sections of canonical sheaf, in a supersymmetric setting one integrates sections of the Berezinian sheaf instead.
Next, using a supersymmetric generalisation of Euler exact sequence, we study the cohomology of the tangent sheaf of P n|m , which is related to the infinitesimal automorphisms and the first order deformations of P n|m . In this context, we find that supercurves over P 1 yield again the richest scenario, allowing for many deformations as their odd dimension increases.
Then, after we have dealt with the case of supercurves, the example of the Calabi-Yau supermanifold P 1|2 is examined. In particular, we show in full details how to endow P 1|2 with a structure of N " 2 super Riemann surface. In this context, we show how to recover from first principles the N " 2 SUSY-preserving automorphisms of P 1|2 when structured as a N " 2 super Riemann surface. These SUSY-preserving automorphisms prove to be isomorphic to the Lie superalgebra ospp2|2q, we give a physically relevant presentation of, by exhibiting a particularly meaningful system of generators and displaying their structure equations.
Next we briefly address how to give the structure of N " 2 semi-rigid Riemann surface to P
1|2
by means of a certain twist: this supermanifold is the basic ingredient in genus 0 topological string theory, a topic that we will addressed from a purely supergeometric point of view in a forthcoming paper. To conclude, we study the supergeometry of the so-called twistorial Calabi-Yau P 3|4 , that enters many constructions in theoretical physics. A supersymmetric generalisation of the exponential exact sequence -we call it even exponential exact sequence -, that is used throughout the paper is proved in Appendix A.
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General Definitions and Notations
Before we start, we give some fundamental definitions in supergeometry and we fix some notations For a more thorough treatment of the general theory of supermanifolds, see for example [8] .
First of all, on the algebraic side, we recall that a superalgebra is a Z 2 -graded algebra A " A 0 ' A 1 , whose even elements commute and whose odd elements anti-commute. The most basic example of complex supermanifold is the complex superspace
. . , ξ m sq, that is the ringed space whose underlying topological space is given by C n endowed with the complex topology and whose structure sheaf is given by the sheaf of superalgebras obtained by tensoring the sheaf of holomorphic function on C n with the Grassmann algebra generated by m elements tξ 1 , . . . , ξ m u.
More in general, in the same fashion of the ordinary theory of complex manifold, a complex supermanifold of dimension n|m is a locally ringed space p|M |, O M q, for |M | a topological space and O M a sheaf of superalgebras, that it is locally isomorphic to C n|m (in the Z 2 -graded sense). Clearly, a morphism of supermanifolds ϕ : M Ñ N is therefore a morphism of locally ringed space, that is a pair
where φ : |M | Ñ |N | is a continuous map and φ 7 : O N Ñ φ˚O M is a morphism of sheaves of superalgebras (thus respecting the Z 2 -grading). These are the kind of morphisms defining the local isomorphisms entering the definition of supermanifold given above. To every supermanifold M is attached its reduced manifold M red , consisting, as a locally ringed space, of a pair p|M |, O M red q : this is an ordinary manifold, whose structure sheaf O M red is given by the quotient O M {J M , where J M is the nilpotent sheaf, actually a sheaf of ideals in O M (looking at it as a usual classical scheme, M red , is a reduced scheme, while M is not). In other words, given any supermanifold M , this corresponds to the existence of a close embedding as follows:
Collectively, we will just denote it by ι : M red Ñ M . By the way, what really matter here, is that a supermanifold comes endowed with a sheaf morphism 
which we will call the structural exact sequence for M . The above short exact sequence does not split in general and if it does the supermanifold M is said to be projected. Indeed, a splitting corresponds to the existence of a morphism of supermanifolds π : M Ñ M red given by supermanifold M is locally isomorphic to Gr M . We say that a supermanifold M is split if it is globally isomorphic to Gr M . Moreover, because of its importance, we reserve the name of fermionic sheaf to the first component of the filtration above, Gr p1q . . " J M {J 2 M and we denote it with F M . Notice this is a locally-free sheaf of O M red -modules of rank 0|m.
For future use, we also briefly recall the notion of direct image sheaf and inverse image sheaf. Given a continuous map φ : |M | Ñ |N | between two topological spaces and a sheaf F over |M |, we say that the direct image sheaf of F is defined as
This is nothing but a (sort of) push-forward operation, for it makes a sheaf over |N | out of a sheaf over |M |.
The inverse image sheaf cannot be defined the same way, indeed given a sheaf G over |N |, it cannot be defined as |M | Q U Þ Ñ φ˚GpU q " GpφpUfor in general φpU q is not an open set in |N |, therefore instead of φpU q we take its "best approximation" as open set and we define the inverse image sheaf as follows
Note that the above assignation defines a pre-sheaf, so we need to take its sheafification in order to have a sheaf over |M |. This, instead, corresponds to a (sort of) pull-back operation, indeed we get a sheaf over |M | out of a one over |N |. Actually, the situation changes a bit when dealing with locally ringed space or schemes and sheaves over them. We therefore consider two locally ringed spaces or schemes M . . " p|M |, O M q and N . . " p|N |, O N q together with a morphism ϕ : M Ñ N between them. Given a sheaf F of O Mmodules, we can take its push-forward ϕ˚F as above: this defines a sheaf of pϕ˚O M q-modules, but thanks to φ 7 : O N Ñ φ˚O M this becomes naturally a sheaf of O N -modules. Indeed, taking V P |N | we have
and we can give a O N -module structure on ϕ˚F as follows
Given a sheaf of O N -modules, instead, we can define its pull-back sheaf as the sheaf of O M -modules defined as follows
Notice that here it is mandatory to take the tensor product with O M in order to have that ϕ˚G is indeed a sheaf of O M -modules (otherwise it would just be a sheaf of pφ´1O N q-modules).
Projective Superspaces and Cohomology of O P n|m p q
Given the usual complex superspace
. . , ξ m sq, one can form the superspace pC n`1|m qˆsimply by considering the obvious restriction of C n`1|m to the open set Cˆ. . " C n`1 z t0u. As in [8] , the (complex) projective superspace P n|m is the supermanifold obtained as the quotient of pC n`1|m qˆby the action C˚ ý pC n`1|m qˆdefined as λ¨px 0 , . . . , x n , ξ 1 , . . . , ξ m q . . " pλx 0 , . . . , λx n , λξ 1 , . . . , λξ m q
where λ is an element of the multiplicative group C˚. . " C z t0u. Following again [8] , we have that P n|m is canonically isomorphic to Gr P n|m , thus it is a split supermanifold. As we have seen, it follows that there exists a projection π : P n|m Ñ P n , more precisely pid |P n | , π 7 q : pP n , O P n|m q Ñ pP n , O P n q where π 7 : O P n Ñ id˚O P n|m is a homomorphism of sheaves that embeds O P n into O P n|m and it endows O P n|m with the structure of sheaf of O P nmodules. Given the projection π : P n|m Ñ P n , for the sake of precision, we should denote by π˚O P n|m the structure sheaf of P n|m when looked at as a sheaf of O P n -module. Since this specification does not make any difference for our purposes, we will simply keep writing O P n|m instead of π˚O P n|m . In particular, we have the splitting as O P n -modules
where we have inserted the symbol Π as a reminding for the parity reversing. The -shifted sheaf π˚O P n|m p q therefore is given by
Thus, we can use the well-known results about the cohomology of O P n p q to compute the cohomology of π˚O P n|m p q: by the way, here and in what follows, for the sake of brevity we will denote it simply as O P n|m p q since, again, due to the projected/split property it does not make any difference for our ends. We recall that
where ě 0 in the first equality and ă 0 and | | ě n`1 in the second equality.
It is an easy consequence of the previous decomposition that when dealing with P n|‹ we will only have 0-th and n-th cohomology, while all the other cases will be zero. Before we start, we also observe that we will consider together the even and odd dimensions of the cohomology, by looking at the sheaf of O P n -modules above simply as
this will make the combinatorics easier. It will be nice and useful to separate even and odd dimension at some point. We start considering the 0-th cohomology of O P n|m p q. We have to deal with two cases: when m ă , and therefore all the bits in the decomposition are contributing, and when m ě and therefore just the first contribute.
‚ m ă : in this case we sum over all the contributions:
‚ m ě : in this case we only sum over the first contributions:
We now keep our attention on the contribution given by the n-th cohomology. Again, one needs to distinguish between two cases: namely, when `n`1 ď 0 we have that all the bits in the decomposition contribute to the cohomology, while if `n`1 ą 0 we find that the only bits contributing are the ones having k ě `n`1.
‚ `n`1 ď 0 : in this case we sum over all the contributions:
Actually, this holds in the case 1 ď | | ď n. In the special sub-case "´1, one finds:
‚ `n`1 ą 0 : in this case, the first contribution comes at k " `n`1:
where we stress that we have changed the sum from `n`1 to `1 for the derivative kills the relative terms, which therefore do not give contribution. Also, this holds for k ě `n`1 ď m. For the sake of notation we introduce the following definitions:
In conclusion, we have thus proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let O P n|m p q be the sheaf of O P n|m -modules as above. Then one has the following dimensions in cohomology:
All the other cohomologies are null.
Even Picard Group and Π-Picard Group
The even invertible sheaves, that is the locally-free sheaves of O M -modules of rank 1|0 are classified by the so-called even Picard group Pic 0 pM q, that can be proved to be such that Pic 0 pM q -H 1 pOM ,0 q (where OM ,0 is a sheaf of abelian group), as one might easily get by similarity with the ordinary case. Actually, the above theorem gives the cohomology of all possible even invertible sheaves on P n|m , for n ě 2 -in other words all of the even invertible sheaves are of the form O P n|m p q for some in the case n ě 2. On the contrary, the situation is very different for supercurves of the kind P 1|m , as we prove in the following Theorem 2 (Even Picard Group for P n|m ). The even Picard group of the projective superspace P n|m is given by
Proof. The main tool to be used in order to compute the even Picard group is the even exponential short exact sequence, that is
where O M ,0 is the even part of structure sheaf of M , and likewise for OM ,0 . We now consider separately the case n ě 3, n " 2 and n " 1. n ě 2 This is the easiest case, as one has H i pO P n|m ,0 q " 0 for i " 1, 2. So the part of the long exact cohomology sequence we are interested into reduces to
so that one has Pic 0 pP n|m q -Z. n " 2 The long exact cohomology sequence reduces to
this splits to give Pic 0 pP 2|m q -Z and H 2 pO P 2|m ,0 q -H 2 pOP 2|m ,0 q. n " 1 This is the richest case, as one finds
computing the dimension of H 1 pO P 1|m ,0 q, one has
Indeed, one can observe that
and using that
o that for m ě 2 one might write
At x " 1, the sums yields
utting the two bits together one findś
So that the conclusion follows,
which concludes the proof.
The previous theorem tells us that all of the invertible sheaves on P n|m for n ě 2 are of the form O P n|m p q. In other words, we can say that all of the invertible sheaves on P n|m for n ě 2 are the pull-backs via the projection π : P n|m Ñ P n of the invertible sheaves O P n p q on P n . This is no longer true in the one-dimensional case: indeed over P 1|m , for m ě 2, there are invertible sheaves that cannot the obtained by the pull-back of a certain invertible sheaf O P 1 p q via π : P 1|m Ñ P 1 , that is there are genuinely supersymmetric invertible sheaves on P 1|m : in view of this even supergeometry of projected, actually split supermanifolds, could effectively become a richer geometric setting compared to its ordinary counterpart. In the following theorem we provide the explicit form of the transition functions of the invertible sheaves on the supercurves P 1|m .
Theorem 3 (Invertible Sheaves on P 1|m ). The invertible sheaves on P 1|m are generated by the following transition functions
where k P Z and c rss P C for each |rss| " 1, . . . , tm{2u and " 2|rss|´1.
Proof. One has to explicitly compute the representative of Pic 0 pP 1|m q -H 1 pOP 1|m ,0 q. In order to achieve the usual covering of P 1 given by the two open sets tU, Vu can be used, so that one has
The Čech 0-cochains are thus given by pairs of elements of the type pP pz, θ 1 , . . . , θ m q, Qpw, ψ 1 , . . . , ψ m qq. In order to write the expressions of the elements pP, Qq we use the following notation: we set rss " ti 1 , . . . , i m u to be a multi-index with i k " t0, 1u such that |rss| " ř m k"1 i k ď m and we put
where, clearly, θ 0 k " 1 C . We can thus write
where a, b P C˚. The boundary maps δ :
Explicitly, one finds
Clearly, one immediately sees that H 0 pOP 1|m ,0 q -C˚, as the group is represented by the constant cocycles pa, aq with a ‰ 0.
On the other hand, the elements in OP 1|m ,0 pU X Vq are given by expressions having the following form
where again, clearly c P C˚, k P Z andW rss P Crw, 1{ws for all the multi-index rss. Confronting the expressions in (40) and (41) one see that ‚ b{a can be used to set the coefficient c of w k to 1;
‚ For every power in the θ's, the polynomialsQ rss pwq kill the regular part the corresponding W rss ; ‚ The mixed terms, such as for exampleQ ij pwqP kl p1{wq{w 2 , in (40) does not interfere anyway, as they enter in lower-order powers in the theta's, so that they are completely fixed. We thus see that the non-exact 1-cocycles are given by transition functions having the following form
where k P Z and each of the pm´2q2 m´2`1 coefficients c rss is a complex number.
Before we go on, we stress that one can check that Pic 0 pP 1|m q, as seen via the isomorphism with
m´2`1 , has the structure of an abelian group with addition, that is
where f pmq " pm´2q2 m´2`1 . It is fair to say that, if on the one hand we have been able to compute the cohomology of the invertible sheaves of the kind O P n|m pkq (actually, pull-back of some O P n pkq by π : M Ñ M red ), it is instead not certainly a trivial task to deduce a general formula for the cohomology of the most general invertible supersymmetric sheaf on P 1|n for n ě 2, originating by tensor product of the generators shown above. At this stage, it would be easy to provide a general formula for the genuinely supersymmetric generators of the even Picard group above, but this would not help to solve the general question. We thus limit ourselves to provide the reader with an example, as to show that these invertible sheaves have an interesting non-trivial cohomology.
Example 1 (The Cohomology of a Supersymmetric Invertible Sheaf). We consider the following supersymmetric invertible sheaf on P 1|3 :
for e U and e V two local frames on the open sets U and V respectively. Notice this is a generator of the even Picard group for P 1|3 . It is easy to actually compute Čech cohomology. We have that
where
By following the usual strategy, we change coordinates as to get
One can clearly see that there is no way to get a globally defined holomorphic section, that is to extend P pz, θ 1 , θ 2 qe U to the whole P 1|3 without hitting a singularity, and this tells that h 0 pL P 1|3 q " 0|0. Instead, considering pQ´P q t U XV , upon using the expression above for P in the chart V, one finds that h 1 pL P 1|3 q " 3|2, and in particular, it is generated by the following elements:
where we have written the representative in the chart V: notice that all of these elements are nilpotent, they live in J P 1|3 pU X Vq. The cohomology of L P 1|3 is thus given by
Similar computation can be easily done for any invertible sheaves of this kind: in general, one would again a vanishing zeroth cohomology group, while a non-vanishing -and possibly very rich as the fermionic dimension of P 1|m increases -first cohomology group.
Actually, the case of the supercurves differs from the higher-dimensional case also when looking at the Π-invertible sheaves, we call them L Π (see in particular [8] , [9] for an introduction to the matter and [11] for a recent construction of Π-projective spaces, the supermanifolds supporting these particular kind of sheaves): these are "special" sheaves of rank 1|1 on M endowed with an odd endomorphism Π : L Π Ñ L Π , exchanging their even with their odd part. Given a locally-free sheaf of O M -modules L on M , a trivial, or better, split Π-invertible sheaf on M is simply given by L s Π . . " L ' ΠL and the odd endomorphism Π acts as the exchange of factors. But there might be non-trivial (non-split) Π-invertible sheaves. Indeed, following Manin, the set of isomorphism classes of Π-invertible sheaves, call it Pic Π pM q is isomorphic to the cohomology group H 1 pOM q. Notice that this is not actually a group, but actually a pointed-set, as OM is not a sheaf of abelian groups. This pointed-set, in turn fits into an exact sequencë¨¨/
The first map above is defined as follows:
It is clear that, because of exactness, the obstruction to split a Π-invertible sheaf lies in the kernel of the boundary map δ. We thus have the following simple corollaries to the previous theorem Corollary 1 (Π-Invertible Sheaves on P n|m for n ą 1). All of the Π-invertible sheaves on P n|m for n ą 1 are split, that is they are of the form
for some O P n|m p q.
Proof. In the case P n|m , when n ą 1, one finds H 1 pO P 2|m ,1 q " 0 for every m, therefore one has that the only Π-invertible sheaves on P n|m are those of the form L s Π " O P 2|m p q ' ΠO P 2|m p q, as we have already proved that L " O P n|m p q are the only invertible sheaves on P n|m in the case n ą 1.
Corollary 2 (Π-Invertible Sheaves on P 1|m ). There are non-split Π-invertible sheaves on P 1|m if and only if m ą 2.
Proof. On P 1|m , one finds that clearly H 2 pOP 1|m ,0 q " 0 and H 0 pO P 1|m ,1 q " 0 for every m. Also,
, thus there can be non-split Π-invertible sheaves on P 1|m for m ě 3. In particular
so that one has a short exact sequence in the case m ě 3, that reads
One finds that kerpδq -C 2 m´2 pm´2q (as a pointed-set).
The cases m " 1 and m " 2 are special in that one has H 1 pO P 1|m ,1 q " 0, so that the only Π-invertible sheaves are split of the form L s Π " L ' ΠL for a certain invertible sheaf L on P 1|m , for m " 1, 2.
Cotangent Sheaf and Berezinian Sheaf of a Supermanifold
In this section we first work in full generality to see what happens when dealing with the sheaf of 1-forms on a generic supermanifold M . Once the general framework is established, we specialise to the case of projected supermanifolds and workout the example of projective superspaces P n|m , we are particularly concerned with.
It is an early result due to Leites that the tangent sheaf T M of a (say complex) supermanifold M of dimension p|q is locally-free, having a local basis given by the derivations tB z1 , . . . , B zp , B θ1 , . . . , B θq u. The cotangent sheaf or sheaf of 1-forms Ω 1 M is defined as the dual of the tangent sheaf
It is locally free as well and a local basis is given by tdz 1 , . . . , dz p , dθ 1 , . . . , dθ q u, with a duality pairing with the tangent space (locally) given by:
if D and ω are local sections of T M and Ω 1 M respectively. Given two local sections of the structure sheaf f, g P O M pU q, the duality paring reads xf D, g ωy U " p´1q |D|¨|g| f g xD, ωy U .
We now consider a generic supermanifold M , that is, in principle, we only have an embedding ι : M red Ñ M , which allows us to have an exact sequence of O M -modules as follows
where N is a suitable sheaf of O M -module, actually kernel of the map res
is the push-forward of the sheaf of 1-forms over the reduced variety M red , that is indeed a sheaf of O M -modules. Likewise, we can also consider the pull-back of the previous short exact sequence:
This gives a short exact sequence of O M red -modules. Here, similarly as above N O M red is the kernel.
Notice that the pull-back by ι makes the short exact sequence well-defined for we have ι˚Ω
We now wonder if there actually exists a projection π : M Ñ M red splitting the exact sequence above. In presence of the projection, it makes sense to consider the following short exact sequence of O M -modules:
where now Q O M is a suitable quotient and π˚Ω
. This short exact sequence splits,
Notice that Q O M is therefore the quotient 
Therefore, when dealing with a projected / split supermanifold that possess a morphism π : M Ñ M red , we can consider the sheaf of 1-form Ω 1 M as given by a direct sum, as follows:
Now we need the following Corollary 3. Let M be a projected supermanifold, with projection given by π : M Ñ M red . The the following isomorphism holds
Proof. Locally elements in π˚F M can be written as θ a modJ 
We need this to hold true when passing from chart to chart, that is we need that
, therefore we consider another local chart of M having local coordinates given by py i |θ j q, and we consider the transformation of dx i and of dθ j for
as B θ b y i " 0 since M is projected and therefore y " ypxq. Moreover, remembering that
thus concluding the proof.
Then, the previous short exact sequence can be re-written in the more useful form
so that one can get the following Theorem 4 (Berezinian of Projected Supermanifold). Let M be a projected supermanifold, with projection given by π : M Ñ M red , then one has
Proof. We have seen that in presence of a projection π : M Ñ M red , one has that
' π˚F M , then it is enough to take the Berezinian of the both sides of the isomorphism. In particular, the right-hand side reads Ber pπ˚Ω
thus completing the proof.
This result allows to evaluate the Berezinian of projected supermanifolds by means of completely classical elements: indeed, once there is a projection, what one needs is to know the canonical sheaf
q of the reduced manifold and the determinant sheaf det F M of the fermionic sheaf, that we recall it is a (locally-free) sheaf of O M red -modules, that is an object living on the reduced manifold! Using this result, one can easily evaluate the Berezinian sheaf of a projective superspace P n|m , as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 5 (Berezinian of P n|m (1)). Let P n|m be the n|m-dimensional projective superspace. Then
Proof. In the case of P n|m it boils down to consider the following split exact sequence
Therefore, taking the Berezinian of the short exact sequence, one gets
Ber`π˚`ΠO P n p´1q
'm˘-
that yields the conclusion.
5.1. Construction: a "Super" First Chern Class. The above result, Theorem (4), allows to define a supersymmetric analog for the Chern class of an ordinary supermanifold, at least in the case we are dealing with a projected supermanifold. Indeed, if we define
then, by imitating the usual definition for an ordinary reduced variety, it makes sense to put
Notice that this reduces to the usual definition of Chern class of a variety in case we set the odd part to zero (recall that
, that is we have c
q. This construction immediately gives the following corollary.
Corollary 4 (Super Chern Class of P n|m ). Let P n|m a projective superspace. Then we have
Proof. Since we have that F P n|m " O P n p´1q 'm , we have that
that proves the corollary.
Actually, as in [3] [10], one can reasonably define a supermanifold M to be a Calabi-Yau if it has trivial Berezinian sheaf. We see that, in the case of projected supermanifolds, Theorem (4) reduces the task of verifying the triviality of the Berezianian sheaf to computations on the reduced manifolds, and likewise the super first Chern class defined above give a useful numerical criteria (notice though, that a super-analog of Yau's Theorem does not hold in general, see [10] : so, as usual in supergeometry, some attention is required when addressing questions of this kind).
Example 2 (P n|n`1 is a Calabi-Yau Supermanifold). a well-known fact that can be easily red off the theory developed above is that in the case of a projective superspace P n|m one satisfies the Calabi-Yau condition choosing m " n`1: in other words P n|n`1 for any n ą 1 has trivial Berezinian sheaf and vanishing super first Chern class.
A glimpse to de Rham Cohomology of P
n|m . For the sake of completeness and in order to give a self-contained and exhaustive treatment of the geometry of projective superspaces, we also report a result concerning the de Rham cohomology of P n|m , referring to [10] for details.
Theorem 6 (de Rham Cohomology of P n|m ). The de Rham cohomology of P n|m is given by
In particular, the generators are given by
where I j Ď t0, 1, . . . , mu has cardinality j, and ω F S is the ordinary Fubini-Study form.
Notice that in the supergeometric setting the de Rham cohomology depends in general on two numbers, i and j above, and indeed the de Rham complex in supergeometry is not really a complex, but a bicomplex instead. The first number, denoted as i, refers to the actual degree of the forms and for j " 0 it is indeed just the analog of the usual degree of a differential form. The second one, denoted with j, is instead a supersymmetric novelty, indeed it refers to the so-called picture number associated to a form in supergeometry. Loosely speaking, the picture number of a form tells the number of expressions of the kind δpdθ q that appear. These, in turn, are needed to make the complex bounded from above in the case j " m, something which is crucial for integration on supermanifolds. We will not dwell into these deep and important issues any further though, as they are not directly related to the main goals of the paper. The interested reader might want to look at [5] [10] [16] for details and an explanation of the set of problems concerning differential forms and integration on supermanifolds.
Euler Sequence and the Cohomology of Tangent Sheaf of P n|m
The main tool that we will exploit here to compute the cohomology of the tangent bundle of the projective super space P n|m is a generalisation to a supergeometric setting of the ordinary Euler exact sequence, that reads
we will write O P n|m p1q 'n`1|m " O P n|m p`1q b C n`1|m . First we notice that this has an easy consequence:
Theorem 7 (Berezinian of P n|m (2)). Let P n|m be the n|m-dimensional projective superspace. Then
Proof. We consider the dual of the super version of the Euler exact sequence in (76), that is
Since BerpO P n|m q is trivial, taking into account the multiplicative behaviour of the Berezinian with respect to exact sequence, one finds
Notice that is nothing but an easier way to get to the same result we obtained above for P n|m .
Proof. We use the Serre duality on a supermanifold (see [14] , Proposition 3, for a thorough discussion). The dualising sheaf of P n|m is given by BerpΩ 1 P n|m q, that is the so called Berezinian sheaf of P n|m : in Theorem (7) we have shown that it is given by O P n|m pm´n´1q. Given a sheaf E P n|m of O P n|m -module, Serre duality then reads
By functoriality of Serre duality, we see therefore that the map ((80)) can be written as
which is the dual to the map H 0 pO P n|m pm´n´2q b C n`1|m q pX0,...,Θmq ÝÑ H 0 pO P n|m pm´n´1qq defined by multiplication of matrices of global sections. Setting Xi and Θj to be the dual base to xX 0 , . . . , X n , Θ 1 , . . . Θ m y, that generates the vector superspace H 0 pO P n|m p1qq, we can consider the superspace U n`1|m , spanned by xX0 , . . . , Xn , Θ1 , . . . , Θmy, and we may write
where Sym denotes the symmetric power functor in the supercommutative setting. In other words, this actually means that we are writing these spaces as the superspace of the homogeneous forms in Xi , Θj of global degrees m´n´1 and m´n´2, respectively. As usual, the dual operation to the multiplication by a variable Xi or Θj , is the derivation B Xi or B Θj , respectively. Therefore the map ((82)) can be written as the super gradient map
where the super gradient map is given bỹ
where the minus signs in front of the odd derivatives are due to the super transposition. Now it is obvious by inspection that this map has non-zero kernel if and only if m " n`1, in which case the first space consists in the constant homogeneous forms, and the second space is zero.
The previous theorem and the knowledge of the cohomology of the sheaves O P n|m p q we have achieved early on, allow us to compute the cohomology of the tangent space of projective super spaces P n|m . Notice that, surprisingly, some attention must be paid in the case the projective superspace is Calabi-Yau in the sense explained above (i.e. trivial Berezinian sheaf), corresponding to m " n`1. We first consider separately the cohomology of the sheaves that appear in the long exact sequence and then we take on some remarkable examples.
‚ O P n|m : first of all it is immediate to see from the previous decomposition that one has h 0 pO P n|m q " 1; moreover, by means of the previous theorem, one has
Recall that of course one needs m ě n`1, otherwise we found no cohomology in this case.
n`1|m : we start observing that, disregarding the parity, we find the following decomposition over P
This immediately leads to realise that only the cases k " 0 and k " 1 contribute to h 0 pO P n|m p`1q 'n`1|m q, and indeed one finds
The n-cohomology space can be computed by the above theorem, or directly as follows:
Putting together these results and counting the dimensions, it is easy to see what happens in the case n ě 2: Automorphisms: taking into account the even and odd dimensions, we have that of h 0 pT P n|m q matches the dimension of slpn`1|mq, the Lie superalgebra of the Lie supergroup P GLpn`1|mq, as somewhat expected by similarity with the ordinary case on P n . In particular, we have
that indeed equals dim slpn`1|mq. Deformations: dimensional reasons assures that, in the case n ą 2, the supermanifold P n|m is rigid for all m. Moreover, in the case n " 2, Theorem 8 guarantees that when m ‰ 3, we have
P 2|m q is injective and therefore P 2|m is rigid also whenever m ‰ 3. The only case that actually needs to be treated carefully is that of the Calabi-Yau supermanifold P 2|3 : indeed, in this case Theorem 8 is not helping us, and further, since we are working over the projective plane P 2 the second cohomology groups could, in principle, be non-zero. We have, thus, the following exact sequence:
A direct computation, or the use of the previous formulas, shows that H 2 pO P 2|3 q -C 0|1 and H 2 pO P 2|3 p`1q '3|3 q " 0, so one has that h 1 pT P 2|3 q " 0|1 and therefore P 2|3 possess a single odd deformation. This is the only projective superspace having a first order deformation whenever n ě 2. We will see that the situation is much different over P 1 .
In the least section of the this paper, even if it fits what we have just said above about projective superspaces having bosonic dimension greater than 2, we will still treat in detail the case of the Calabi-Yau supermanifold P 3|4 , that have entered many formal constructions in theoretical physics. Now, we will instead focus our attention on the case of supercurves over P 1 .
6.1. Supercurves over P 1 and the Calabi-Yau supermanifold P 1|2 . We start considering supercurves of the kind P 1|m , where m ‰ 2. In this case, as seen above, the mapẽ 1 :
q is actually injective and the long exact sequence in cohomology splits in two short exact sequences. From the previous theorem, or if preferred, by direct computation, we get the following results for the cohomologies involved,
This is enough to conclude that
This is what we expect, since this number corresponds to the dimension -actually to the sum of the even and odd dimensions -of the super Lie algebra slp2|mq, connected to the super group P GLp2|mq, the "superisation" of the general projective group P GLp2, Cq, the group of automorphisms of P 1 . As for the first-order deformations (see also [10] ), we finds that
Therefore we can observe that we have no (first-order) deformations in the case of P 1|1 , P 1|2 , P
1|3
and we start having deformations from P 1|4 , where we find h 1 pT P 1|4 q " 19. A more careful analysis, aimed to distinguish between even and odd dimensions, yields: h 1 pT P 1|4 q " 11|8. Before we go on we notice that, of course, H 2 pT P 1|m q " 0, therefore following the supersymmetric generalisation of a well-known result by Kodaira and Spencer ( [12] , page 21) due to A. Yu. Vaintrob [13] , we have that for any m ě 4, the complex supervariety P 1|m has no obstruction classes and there exists a Kuranishi family whose base space is a complex supermanifold having indeed dimension equal to h 1 pT P 1|m q. It would be certainly interesting to study this families in details to get acquainted with the -still partially mysterious -odd deformations appearing in the theory of supermanifolds.
We are left with the Calabi-Yau supermanifold P 1|2 : in this case, the mapẽ 1 :
q is not injective, and the long exact sequence does not split into two short exact sequence as for P 1|m , m ‰ 2 and something interesting happens. The key is to observe that in the case m " 2 we get h 1 pO P 1|2 p`1q '2|2 q " 0, so we immediately have that h 1 pT P 1|2 q " 0, which tells us that P 1|2 is rigid. We are left with the following sequence to evaluate:
Distinguishing between even and odd dimensions we finds the following results:
therefore we have that we can find
so as for the dimensions we have
This is somehow surprising for this dimension does not correspond to the dimension of the super Lie algebra slp2|2q, connected to P GLp2|2q: we would indeed find dim slp2|2q " 7|8 ‰ 8|8! The SCY variety P 1|2 stands out as the unique exception among projective super spaces having h 0 pT P n|m q ‰ dim slpn|mq (see [10] ). There is indeed one more "infinitesimal automorphism" to account for this correction to slp2|2q, this is given by the everywhere defined field θ 1 θ 2 B z P H 0 pT P 1|2 q (here represented in one of the two chart covering P 1|2 ): this is the only existing bosonisation of the even (local) coordinate z. Actually, one might think that following the same line -that is considering bosonisations of the even coordinates -one might discover many more everywhere-defined vector fields enlarging the symmetry transformation of P n|m . It is not like this, as the above computation in cohomology makes manifest. Indeed, such supposedly everywhere defined vector fields are not allowed by the transformation properties of the coordinates P n|m : the correct compensations that makes them into global vector fields happen only in the case on one even and two odd coordinates, corresponding to P 1|2 . The reader might convince himself by considering the θθ-bosonisation in the case of P
or P 2|2 . Going up in the order of bosonisation only makes the situation worse We can indeed be more explicit by finding a basis of global sections. The most generic section, (in the local chart of coordinates pz|θ 1 , θ 2 q, has the form
By passing to the chart pw|φ 1 , φ 2 q one has the transformation
so that the local generators tB z , B θi u for i " 1, 2 of T P 1|2 , transform as
Imposing the absence of singularities when changing local charts, from pz|θ 1 , θ 2 q to pw|φ 1 , φ 2 qthat is computing H 0 pT P 1|2 q -we get the following Theorem 9 (Global Sections of T P 1|2 ). A basis of the vector superspace H 0 pT P 1|2 q is given by the sections
Notice that h 0 pT P 1 |2 q " 8|8, as expected upon using homological methods. In the next section we will start from these sections to study the N " 2 super Riemann surfaces structure we can endow P 1|2 with.
6.2. P 1|2 as N " 2 Super Riemann Surface. We now make explicit the N " 2 super Riemann surface structure of P 1|2 . Following [9] , a supermanifold M of dimension 1|2 can be endowed with a N " 2 super Riemann surface structure if the super tangent sheaf T M has two 0|1-dimensional sub-sheaves D 1 and D 2 , locally generated by vector fields D 1 , D 2 such that they are integrable, i.e. D Example 3 (C 1|2 as N " 2 super Riemann surface). In order to endow the complex superspace M " C 1|2 with a N " 2 super Riemann surface structure one takes the sub-bundles generated, for example, by the global sections
which are integrable (indeed tD 0,i , D 0,i u " 0 for i " 1, 2 ) and have anticommutator given by
This is an example of non-compact N " 2 super Riemann surface.
Now a remark is in order: the "defining sections" tD 0,1 , D 0,2 , tD 0,1 , D 0,2 uu for the N " 2 super Riemann surface structure of C 1|2 , remain global sections of tangent sheaf even for the supermanifold M " P 1|2 , since, looking at the previous theorem (9) one has
The big difference resides in that such sections are not sufficient to generate the whole T P 1|2 , since B z has a double zero in w " 0! Indeed, since the Euler characteristic of P 1 is 2, any even section has indeed two zeros and the invertible sheaves we are looking for cannot be everywhere generated by a single section. We thus need to look for more general odd integrable sections. The most general form that a odd global section can take is
where Ξ's that appeared in (9) 
Solving, we find the sections
again for α 1 , α 2 , β 1 , β 2 P C. The anticommutator reads
Notice that the sections D 1 and D 2 of equations (107), (108) can be re-written in the more meaningful form
These expressions make apparent that D 1 and D 2 generate two invertible sheaves of rank 0|1 -we call them D 1 and D 2 respectively as above -by varying the coefficients (as the zeros are moved everywhere), that is we have
Also, we see that now D 1 , D 2 and D 1 bD 2 generate the whole T P 1|2 , since the triple tD 1 , D 2 , tD 1 , D 2 uu does.
We can also investigate the automorphisms of the N " 2 super Riemann surface structure. Indeed, the automorphisms of P 1|2 are generated by the set of all global sections of T P 1|2 determined above. We have to select the sub-algebra of global sections acting internally on the invertible sheaves D 1 , D 2 and D 1 b D 2 . By a direct inspection we see that the automorphisms of the N " 2 super structure are generated by a 4|4-dimensional linear superspace with basis given by tU 1 , . . . U 4 , Σ 1 , . . . , Σ 4 u, where
These generators satisfy the super commutation relations
6.3. N " 2 Semi-Rigid Super Riemann Surfaces and Genus 0 Topological String. In the previous section we have shown how to endow P 1|2 with the structure of an N " 2 super Riemann surface and we have studied its geometry to some extent. Actually, this particular supermanifold plays a fundamental role in a certain formulation of topological string theory.
Roughly speaking, a topological string theory is obtained by coupling a topological field theory -that is a quantum field theory whose correlation functions can be exactly solved -, with a suitable worldsheet gravity (called D " 2 topological gravity). It has been observed long ago in [6] that the worldsheet of a topological string theory can be constructed geometrically in a very natural way as a N " 2 semi-rigid super Riemann surface: these supermanifolds are N " 2 super Riemann surface whose fermionic sheaf F M N "2 " D 1 ' D 2 undergoes a certain twist. Even if there exists some recent physical literature on the subject (see for example [2] ), only the big-picture is addressed and no specific example is actually carried out in detail. We leave to a forthcoming paper the actual construction of genus 0 topological string worldsheet and the related A-model and B-model. Here we limit ourselves to construct the only genus zero N " 2 semi-rigid super Riemann surface (indeed the related supermoduli stack has dimension 0|0 if g " 0, it is a superpoint). The general recipe to obtain a semi-rigid super Riemann surface from an N " 2 super Riemann surface is to twist its distinguished sheaves, call it D`and D´as to get an odd trivial sheaf (together with an odd non-zero trivial section) and an odd canonical sheaf. In the case of 
We call the related semi-rigid super Riemann surfaces P 1|2 N "2,`a nd P 1|2 N "2,´: clearly one has P 1|2 N "2,`-P 1|2 N "2,´. These two supermanifolds will be the basic ingredients that enter the construction of genus 0 topological string worldsheet and different choices of twists for certain pairs of N " 2 semi-rigid super Riemann surface yields A-model or B-model, but we will need to deal with some subtleties concerning embedding of supermanifolds.
6.4. The Calabi-Yau Supermanifold P 3|4 . We now briefly discuss the Calabi-Yau supermanifold P 3|4 . This is definitely one of the most celebrated supermanifold in theoretical physics, where it is sometimes called supertwistor space. The relevance of P 3|4 is mainly due to one [15] . In this famous paper, Edward Witten showed that there exists an "equivalence" between the perturbative expansion of N " 4 super Yang-Mills theory and the D-instantons expansion of a particular string theory. This string theory is actually a topological B model having as target space the Calabi-Yau supermanifold P 3|4 . Even if P 3|4 enters this striking and unexpected duality, it is fair to say that on the supergeometrical ground it is a pretty rough supermanifold, as we shall see shorly. As discussed early on in this paper, its automorphisms supergroup is given -as expected -by P GLp4|4q, of dimension 31|32. This matches the calculation at the level of the algebra of the automorphisms that can be done using the Euler exact sequence,
The induced long cohomology exact sequence begins with
then using the above formulas or with a direct calculation one easily finds that, on the one hand H 0 pO P 3|4 q " C 1|0 , while on the other hand
so that taking the quotient one has H 0 pT P 3|4 q " C 31|32 . Moreover, going up in the long cohomology exact sequence and looking again at the sheaves on P 3|4 as sheaves on P 3 by means of the projection π : P 3|4 Ñ P 3 , one sees that H 1 pT P 3|4 q " 0. This is so since one has H i pO P 3 pkqq " 0 for i " 1, 2 for any k P Z and therefore H 1 pT P 2|3 q sits between two zeroes. This tells that the Calabi-Yau supermanifolds P 3|4 is actually rigid, it does not allow (first order) deformations (see [13] ). Such a geometric rigidity result, in turn, calls for a better understanding of the super mirror map proposed by Aganagic and Vafa in [1] : this involves in particular P 3|4 , whose supposed mirror supermanifold would be (in a suitable limit) a certain quadric in P 3|3ˆP3|3 . The whole construction is carried out by mean of a path-integral computation and it is hard to retrive the underlying geometry and the actual mirror map. For example, if in the ordinary geometric formulation of mirror symmetry the Kähler moduli and the complex moduli of two mirror manifolds get interchanged, in a supergeometric setting it is not even clear how to define a Kähler structure -and thus a Kälher moduli space -, so that it is hard to say in what sense the map given in [1] should be intended as a mirror map, rather than something else.
surjective. We can now evaluate the exponential of the above quantity to establish the kernel of the map: exp U pf 0 q " e 2πipf H pxq`N px,θqq " e 2πif H pxq e 2πiN px,θq "
" 2πi e 2πif H pxq˜1`m´1
Now the exponential above, e 2πif H pxq , is the usual complex exponential map that has kernel given by the sheaf of locally constant functions taking integral values Z. Let suppose that f 0 P kerpexpq, the only way for this to be true is that ř m´1
k"1 N px,θq k k! " 0, which in turn implies that N px, θq " 0, indeed, multiplying on the left and on the right side by N m´2 :
